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Our structures are statically calculated as permanent structures but their features are even better
then available temporary solutions on the market,
When you complete your project then you can
move it to your new location easily without any
scrap and waste.
You can always adapt it to your needs by adding
removing elements. It is the ideal solution for warehousing, logistic, manufacturing facilities, dining
hall for construction camps etc.
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SHELTER YOUR
BUSINESS...
Structas designs, develops, produces and constructs prefabricated buildings in cold-formed
steel. Our economical, quick and easy construction principle is unrivalled. Structas guarantees a
short project cycle and a best price-quality ratio.
Our buildings fit your need perfectly. We assist you
to get the best solution to protect your people, machines and goods, and we safeguard your investment at the same time.
Cost-efficient steel hangars, suited for any production plant or processing factory combined with or
without office space.
- Fast delivery and safe assembly.
- For large and small projects very easy to expand.
- Designed to meet your specific needs
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TECHNICAL DETAILS

TECHNICAL DATA

FRAME
Cost-efficient steel hangars, suited for any production plant or factory combined with or without office spaces. High-quality advanced pre-engineered
steel buildings, customizable to your needs: window bays, sectional doors,
crane bridges, mezzanines. Assembled in a fast and secure way, using our
unique long-lasting products and solutions.
- Production Halls
- Warehouses
- Bulk Storage
- Show Rooms & Work Shops
- Aircraft Hangars
- Temporary buildings
- Live Stock Farms
- Sport and Leisure Structures
Roof pitch of 10° or 22°
Different types of insulation
Allow natural light inside your building
Possibility to integrate mezzanines, crane bridges, solar panels
Easy relocation, adaptation and extension

FOUNDATIONS
Structas foundations are efficient and economical. Depending on the subsoil
of your area. Foundation options are;
- Prefab blocks
- Concrete plinths
- Concrete slab

CLADDING
Many options are available for your walls and roof cladding. insulated sandwich panels, various predefined thicknesses and types of insulation can be
selected.
Structas is also first and only company which integrated heavy duty, high
quality PVC coated fabrics for roofing.

Dimensions and calculations can vary depending on local requirements and
regulations.
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